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Abstract--The propagation of magneto-thermoelastic disturbances produced by a thermal shock in a 
finitely conducting elastic half-space in contact with a vacuum is investigated. The temperature-rate 
dependent theory of thermoelasticity proposed by Green and Lindsay is employed. Because of the short 
duration of the "second sound" effects, hort-time approximations of the solutions are studied using a 
Laplace transform on time. It is found that the temperature and deformation are discontinuous at the 
wave fronts whereas the perturbed magnetic fields suffer delta function singularity at these locations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The magneto-thermoelastic disturbances generated by a thermal shock in an elastic half-space, 
having a finite conductivity, has been investigated by Kaliski and Nowacki [1]. It was assumed that 
the medium was in contact with a vacuum and that both in the medium and in the vacuum, there 
acted an initial magnetic field parallel to the place boundary of the half-space. The influence of 
the coupling between the temperature and the strain fields was neglected. Later, Massalas and 
Dalamangas [2] considered the same problem by taking into account the coupling between the 
temperature and the strain field. The purpose of the present paper is to extend the problem [2] in 
generalized thermoelasticity of Green and Lindsay [3]. The solutions valid for short-times for the 
deformation, temperature distribution and perturbed magnetic field in the half-space as well as in 
the vacuum are derived. In absence of thermal coupling E, relaxation times ~, ~t*, the solutions 
reduce to those of Ref. [2] for short-times. In absence of the magnetic field, the results agree with 
those of Chandrasekhariah [4]. 
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION 
The simplified equations of electrodynamics of slowly moving bodies having finite conductivity, 
after linearization are the following: 
~h 
V×E . . . .  
c 6~t' 
4n 
V×h=- - j ,  
c 
(1) 
where E denotes the electric field, h is the perturbation of the magnetic field, Ho is the initial 
constant magnetic field, j denotes the current density vector, u denotes the displacement vector, 
is the magnetic permeability, tr is the electrical conductivity and c is the velocity of light. 
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The displacement equations of motion in elastic medium in generalized thermoelasticity of 
Green-Lindsay [3] including the electromagnetic effect [equations (1)] and the heat conduction 
equation in Green-Lindsay theory [3] are 
.uV2u + (2 + kt)V(V • u) + ~ [(V x h) x Ho] - ~,V(0 + at0) = ptT, (2) 
pc,.(O + ,¢*0") + ?ToA = KO.,,, (i = 1, 2, 3), (3) 
where, 2,/~ are the Lain6 constants, 7 is equal to (32 + 2kt)~¢,, ~, is the coefficient of linear thermal 
expansion, 0 is equal to T - To T, To are the absolute and reference temperature of the body, 
Kr is the coefficient of heat conduction, p is the mass density, cv is the specific heat at constant 
volume, at, c¢* are the relaxation times in the Green-Lindsay theory [3]. 
Eliminating E and j from equations (1) we obtain 
where 
V2h - tilt = - f lV  x (ti x Ho) ,  
4nago 
/~ = (?2 
(4) 
Consequently, 
where 
Equations (2)-(4) then reduce to 
, ,~ x 82Ul  
, o(O o .o ,u)o I 
E = (o, E~, 0), 
E2 = c 8h 3 t-/z0H3 tit. 
4xa 8xt c 
/~oH3 0h 3 ( O0 0c 820 "~ = 
4n 8xt- ? ~ + 8xt St] piit' (5) 
where 
(80 820\ 82ut = K820 
PG, -fft + ~*-~-~Y)-- YTo s--:~l-~t 8x 2, 
82h3 fl Sh3 = f ln 3 82ut 
8x~ 8t 8Xm St" 
In the following, for convenience, we shall use the notations ut = u and xt = x. 
In vacuum, the system of equations of electrodynamics reduce to the following: 
a 1 82\  o 
8x'2 c2 ~2)h3 = O, 
~-~ ~ E~--o, 
fi = ~(o, o, ~xE,~), -E= c~ o, Fx ,/8h° o), 
X p = - -X .  
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
It is assumed that the initial magnetic field vector is directed along the x3-axis, i.e. Ho = (0, 0, Hs) 
where/-/3 is a constant. Under the assumptions, made, equations (1) lead to 
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The components T.  and T°~ of Maxwell's stress tensor in elastic med im and in vacuum are 
given by 
p.oH3h3 n3h ° 
Tu= and ~1=- - -  
4n 4n 
The normal mechanical and thermal stress is 
0"|1 =(2  + 2#) O~ --7(0 + OtO). 
The boundary conditions to be satisfied are 
all + Tu -- T~u = 0, on the plane x = x' = 0, (9) 
E2=E °, h3=h °, on the p lanex=x '=0,  (10) 
and thermal boundary condition referring to the source of propagation of magneto-thermoelastic 
disturbance is 
0(0, t) = OoH(t); (11)  
3. SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM 
We introduce the following non-dimensional quantities, 
a 2 U = ct(2 + 2bt) 0 72T0 
~=~x,  "c=~t ,  u, Z E= 
x~To = -To' G(2 + 2g)' 
goH3 flH3x?To c~ 7T°H3 f16 = c, 
fl' = 4~?T0' f12 = fix, f13 = (2 + 2U~' f14 = 4--~-~' fl' = c2----p ' c '  
h3 h, co* c~ t ,, c2=c2+ct  2 ~to2 #oH~ 2+2# : = - - ,  ~ = 0~O)*, 0~ = ~X*(.O*, = - - ,  C 2 = - -  
x ' 4~p p 
Equations (5)-(8) together with boundary conditions (9)-(11) then become 
02U OZ_~,  02Z 0h 02U 
OC 2 OC OCO---~ fl'OC &2=O, 
02Z OZ ,, 02Z 02U 
0C2 ~ ~ &2 -E~=O,  
02h Oh 02U 
oC ~ fl2~=fl~b-~' ~>o 
02h° ~2 02h° 02E° 02E° ~' 
o~,~ ~--~c~=o, o~,--z-fl~--~-~=o, >o 
(12) 
(13) 
( o 0~ z+ 0 , /  
_ 02h 02U Oh 
- / /40 - -~+f l5 - -~-C+~=0,  at ~- - ( '=0  
h=h °, at ~=~'=0 
Oo z(0, ~) = ~ H(O (14) 
The above equations constitute a set of coupled partial differential equations in three variables U, 
Z and h with coupled boundary condition. Usually the solutions of these equations are very much 
complicated. However, a simplification can be made if we assume that the perturbed magnetic field 
h in ~ > 0 is such that 02h/0~ 2 ~-- 0, which implies that the perturbed magnetic field in the half-space 
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varies very slowly with distance so that 02h/O(  2 ~" O. Equations (12) and boundary conditions (14), 
on taking Laplace transform, then reduce to 
(f-~-~[2- s2)O-(l + ~ s)--~-(  S,-~ =O, (15) 
d2 ,, 2 - OU -or s )Z=Es~, (16) 
dO 
,q = - f l '  ~- ,  (17) 
where 
8' 83 =~,  
dO 
- -  - (1  + ~t ' s )2  = O, a~ 
85s2a+(1- /~,s )~=0,  at ~ =0, 
z=Oo 1 
Tos' 
E=h "°, (18) 
with the help of equation (16), eliminating /7 from equations (15) and (16) we have 
~?-p-  {s +~(1  + ~*'s)+ ~(1 + ~'s )}s~+s3(1  + ~*'s) 2=0,  
where 
8,83 
]~ = 1 + 80 and 80 = 8---7" 
The general solution of the above equation vanishing at ( = ~ is given by 
2 = A~ exp( -  2~) + A2 exp(-  22(), (19) 
where 27, 2~ are the roots of the equation 
/~24 - [s +/~(1 + a*'s) + E(I + ct's)]s22 + s3(l + ~*'s) = 0. (20) 
On setting 80 = O, i.e. ~ = 1 and a' = a*' = 0 equation (20) reduces to that of Massala's paper [2]. 
So equation (20) is more general in the sense that it incorporates the effects of thermal relaxation 
times. 
From equations (16), (17) and (19) we obtain 
O(Ls)= 1 [(s +~*'s2-,~)AI 
Es 2t exp( - -  /~1 ( )  "~- 
(s + ~t*'s222 - 2~)A2 exp( -  22 ~)], (21) 
8' 
- - - -  [A1 (27 -- s - ~t*'s2)exp(- 21 ~) + A2(2~ -- s - ot*'s2)exp(- 220]. (22) E(~, s) = Es 
Also from equations (13) 
~'0((, S) = a 3 exp(-8~s('),  (23) 
where the constants A~, A2 and A3 are to be determined from the boundary conditions. With 
constants o obtained, expressions (19) and (21)-(23) become 
0o [{2~ + (~ - 1)s + (E~' - ~*')s~ }exp( -2 ,  ~) 
Z(~', s) = roSO., 2 _ ~j) 
- -  {;t 2 + (~ -- 1)s + (E~t' - a*')s2} exp(--22()], (24) 
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I ,r 2 2 Oo (2~ -- s -- ~ s ){2 2 + (E - 1)s + (E~' -- ~*')s:}exp(-2,O 
0(~,  S) = To~;$2(~.12 -- ~)  At 
+ 0,~ - s - • * ' s : ){2~ + (E - 1)s;tz + (E~'- ~*')s: }exp(- 21 ~).], (25) 
Oofl" --or s ){22+(E 1)s +(E~ ~*')s:}exp(-21£) h'(~,s) = TosS(X~_2~)t - (2~l -S ,, 2 2 _ _ 
+ (22 -- s -- ~*'s2){).22 + (E - 1)s + (¢~ - ~*')sS}exp(--22~)], (26) 
00 exp( -- f16 s(') 
h'°(~, s) = T0¢sS(). ~ _ 22) [(22~ -- s - a*'s2){).l 2 + (~ -- 1)s + (E0~' -- a*')S:} 
-- (22 -- S -- ~* 'S2){2 ,  2 + (E -- 1)S + (~ '  -- a*')S2 }]. (27) 
4. SHORT-TIME APPROXIMATION 
Since second sound effect is short-lived (Green and Lindsay [3] and Green [5]), we calculate the 
short-time approximations and possible discontinuities of the solutions at the wave fronts. 
For large s, we have the following expressions for 21 and 22: 
).1.2 = - -  + kl.: + O , 
Vl.2 
where 
2 2+w/-F 
:,,2 l{ 
7 j  ' 
F = (1 +/~ *' + E~ '): - 4/~*'. (28) 
Forms of 21,22 reveal that solutions (24)-(26) consist of two waves in the half-space propagating 
with speeds vl and v2 given by equations (28). Again F > 0 so that v, < v2. So vl corresponds to 
the speed of slowest wave which is called modified elastic wave and v2 corresponds to the speed 
of faster wave which is called modified thermal wave, both influenced by relaxation parameters. 
From equations (28) we see that if there is no magnetic field /~ = 1 and the results then are 
analogous to those of Chandrasekhariah [4]. If ~' = • *' = 0 and/~ = 1 then v~--* 1 and v2--* oo which 
corresponds to the case of coupled theory of thermoelasticity. Since vt < v2 the modified elastic wave 
follows the modified thermal wave. The third wave travelling with velocity cl is the Alfi, en acoustic 
wave. 
We now expand 2, [7, h'and h "° in ascending powers of 1/s and retain terms upto 1/s 2, neglecting 
higher order terms to obtain, 
To(v~ - v~) 
[ (1+ _ ) !  {(v~ )2 (ksv , -k lv : )  (2k :+E)}1]  
x ~ E~' ~*' + +e~z ' -~* '  ..-SVl_-V: ~ I-\v2 --1 
To(v~ - v~) 
+ , : ,  . ,2,k v k 
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O°v~o~'exp[-(~+k') ~ ] I 
~o,~_v~, [(~-~,')(~+= ~')! 
v , -v~ \v ,  i tv~ 
+~'~'-,v, l)(~+~ ~,.~ k,,,,(~_~.)(~+=_~,.)}~] 
Ooviv~exp[-(~+k2)#] I ~ )t~ +~ -~ )-s 
+{ 2<k2v .v2,,~,v~ =v~ .v~- ~..)(~+ = - ~..) + (~ ~,. ~l 2k',, v. +~ -,) 
+ (~ -2- 'I(~ + ~' -~" I  "<~-~" I(~ + =-~"I I  ~I 
Oo,, v.,~exp[ (:. +k.)~], ~+-~ [(~ .,,', , . , ,2, .2 _,) 
, ) ( ,  ) ,..v2,(, ~ )}~ (2kl  2(k2vt , , '~/1 , 
~v, ~ ~,~-~ ~-  )~,~+~-~*' 
..25 - ~ ~-  +E-1  + -1  + E~' -  ~*' 
v, - v~ Lkv, / ' ,  v~ ~, v, 
O°~'vZv~cxp[-(~+k2)#]F{l ,,,/I _~,,) 
+ ro,<~,~- ~)  Lt~ -~ ) t~ +~'  
+lt~ -~ ) t~ +~ ~ __ _ ~-~ 
ot*"~ F(. k2- k2)v2v2 
+(2k- -2 -1 ) ( '~ J - /+E- l )+(v~-~* ' ) (~ + E ' - \  v2 )L ~,~-~-~ 
4(k2vl - kl v~) 2 2(k2vl - kt v2) I-[ 1 ,,'~[2kl ) 
+ o,~_,,~)~ ,,,~:,~ Ltm -= ) tz+, - ,  
+U,~_ ~ 
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Oov~v2exp[ - f les~' ] [~. [1  - ,,'~[1 , _~, , ) _ [1  ,,'~/1 , ,,'~) 
v(~, , :  ~ ,~:m Lttv~ ~ ) t~ +'~ t~ -~ J t~ +~ -~ ;j' 
+ {(~-~.~r ~'+~-,,v, l )04  ,"'~c~ +~ '~ -l)+,v~(~_~_ 0(,4+ ~,-~.,) 
i~2k l  1 1 ] 2<k=v,-k,o=)l-(1 =.,)(~+~....,) ~,,-)(~+~' 
_~,__~.,~,_+ ~+{~(~+~,_~.,) 
/~,_,)(~+~ O+[,~_~,~,<v~_~, 4< _~,~,~.~ 
- -  - -  "~ i~- -2  + 
\ v, v, - v~ (v, ~ - v~) ~ _l 
x L~i~Ffl ,,]fl)~+ e~, - 0t,,)- (~1 0t,,)(~+ e~,- ct,,)] 
+2(kzv.-k.v2)[(1v12_o22 ~-~*"X/ k2)t-~-2 +E_I + ) (2k.k___lv.)(l~+t~._~..) 
The inversions of the above expressions yield the following short-time solutions 
Oovi v~ exp( -k l~)  z,~,,: ~=~ [(v4+=-~")"0 ~.~+ ~s~v'~, ~-~'v~' ( +=, ~.,) 
x-0 _D+ ~s?<~ v.~ _-~. v=, v,~ (D+ ~, -~.)+ ,r ~'+-  v. ~ l))0-D-0-D}, 
Oov~v~ox,<_~.~,[(, . ,,  , ) ( , )  
~2(k2vi-klv=)(~_ ..'~[1 . ..)+(~_~x.,'~(2k2+ -1) 
+ ~ ~ )L~ +~-~ i~v: t Vl --/~2 £ 
,v,C ~'- )(~ ,~ ~t~ +,~ 
X (.r- ~)H(.r. ~l)] 40ov~v]exp<-k2~,[-fl~:_v~2) Lt~ -0~ ..' fl) t~ + Eod--o~*') 
.j'2(k2vl-kiv2) ( 1 _ ' ~x*"~ 
) 
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+(~ -~*'~(2k'+e v] 1~+(2k--~2-) \ v2 1)(~+ecc'-~*')-k2v2(~-~*') 
h(¢,~)= ro~(.~-.~) L\~. ~ ~)t .~ +~ -~.) {(~-~") 
x E - - -  - 1 1 e, , '~ 2(k2vl - kl v2) \(2k2+v2 0 +(2k'\ v, )(~+E~'- ) v~ - v] (~-~*') 
×t~ ,_~x,,\) /)~Ht'~-~)-kfk,(-~2-kE,'-,*')-kk~(1-ol*' ~ ~ 2 1 
+ _ (~ , \  / 1 , -- 
- ~v-~ 
+ - . -~-TT  +E- -1  + 1 
I) I - - I )  2 \1 )  1 
1 , ~ ~(~+=-~ )1}(,-~,),,(,-~,)] -~°°'''~v~°xp'-'~~o~,~l -,~ 
X kt~-~22 -- ~[ #/ |  i"~// 1 / t~-~12 -I- EO~ ' --O~ *')~ (1"- ~-~)-t'-{(~22- O~i"31/\(2~11), -'i-E--I /#'~ "t- \(2k2- 1132 ) 
~ ~ ~-~ )t.~+ ~-~* '  . ~- ;  131 --~2 
+ {<~_= _~.,+ ~.~(~-~.)+,(~,~ ~-'+~-,, , )+ (~-~.) 
( |  "Ji" Ei~' i~ *''~F(~  - k 12 }lj i2 l'j ~ 4(k'~ Ill--" k1-2 )2"l 2(k2l)' -- kl I~2) [ (  | ) 
x ~ - )L v l -  v----] i @,2- ~,)~ J ~v, -v~- - ~-  ~*' 
~-  + 1 1+ ~p~,+,~, l) ,P~-~ )6 ~-~')]}(,-~),(, D] 
,,,o(~,,)= 0o~ l-,f(~ ,A/I ,_~<,,)_ 
+{6_~,.)(~,<_+,_,,, ,)-04-~,.,~~'<~+~-,,,,~ , + ,<~,  ,)(~+=, ~,.) 
-~'~'<'-, ,,, ,)04 + =,-~,.,), ~"<",,~ =-,<.,,~ r,',  ,,~- :,")04+ = - ~,") 
_ I _  , I (~ ~.)6+=-~.)]},,, ~+ {,<<~+=,-~,.,)+<~-~,.) 
,<~6+ =,_ ~,.)_,<<~_ ~,.)+ ,<~'<~-,,~ ,)(~'<, +  , ,'~-, ,~~'<-'-,,, ,) 
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(Eke+,) r.(k~_-kD/)~/)~ 4(k~/),-k,..)'][(l )(~ ) 
x -1  +L v~-v~ + ~"~-"-"~ ~-~*" \ v2 - (v, -vO JL\v~ +E~' -~* '  
(l .,'~{l, )] 2(k2/),-k, v2)r{l ...)(2k2 ) 
_ + +,-  1 
/ ) , -  v~ L\ / ) ,  i,, v~ 
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5. D ISCUSSION 
The above solutions for U, Z and h valid for relatively short times reveal that they consist of 
three waves--the modified elastic wave travelling with speed /)~, the modified thermal wave 
travelling with speed /)2 and the Alfg, en acoustic wave travelling with speed 1/fl 6. The terms 
containing 
represent the contribution of the modified elastic wave in the vicinity of its wave front ~ =/)~ z, the 
terms with 
-(,-9 
represent the contribution of the modified thermal wave in the vicinity of its wave front ~ = v2 z 
and those with H(z - flr~') represent the contribution of the Alffen acoustic wave in the vicinity 
of its wave front ~' = (~/fir). We observe that the temperature, deformation i the solid experience 
finite discontinuities at each of the elastic and thermal wave fronts and the magnitudes of these 
discontinuities are not uniform but decay exponentially with distance. The perturbed magnetic field 
in the half-space suffers a delta function singularity in the vicinity of its wave fronts. The solution 
for the perturbed magnetic field in vacuum consists of Alf,~en acoustic wave travelling with speed 
1~fir, which also experiences a delta function singularity in the vicinity of the interface. The finite 
jumps of the waves at the wave fronts are given by 
[U + - U-]~=,~,,. 2 
[Z ÷ - Z -]~ = "1.2 
Clearly these depend on the the electromagnetic parameters of the medium. 
= - To~(~, ~- / )~)  LW,.~ 
Oov~v~exp(-k,,2()E1 ] = + r -~-~-~)  -z -+E~'+~*'  • 
/)2,1 
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